DOCUMENT SERVICES

DOCUMENT PROCESSING SUPPORT
AND WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT FOR
A LAW FIRM
When a top ten global law firm needed to reduce its
document processing costs and increase availability,
Integreon created an on-shore virtual production center.
The new center is open 24/7, helps the client reduce
their attorney-to-secretary ratios and saves an estimated
$6M annually.
REDUCING COSTS WHILE INCREASING SERVICE ACCOUNTABILITY
Our client, a top ten global firm, faced internal pressure to reduce its
document processing costs across all U.S. offices. The firm had grown
rapidly through a series of mergers and acquisitions and faced several
challenges:
• Operating inefficiencies, including duplication of efforts, in
management of multiple internal document centers
• Internal resources had grown too expensive, relying heavily on
overtime and temp staff, and the client had no way to track their
utilization
• Lack of resources to meet peak demand situations on a 24/7/365 basis
The client desired to maximize their internal team’s time, improve
overall efficiency of its word processing and transcription operation and
utilize their secretarial staff for higher value tasks.

BUILDING A RELATIONSHIP ON CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

AT A GLANCE
SECRETARIAL TRANSFORMATION

5:1 RATIO
We improved the client’s attorneyto-secretary ratio from 4:1.
AVAILABILITY

24/7 SUPPORT
Around-the-clock support helps
the client manage peak demand
IMPACT

$6M IN SAVINGS
The client has saved an estimated
$6M by consolidating document
processing in our Fargo center.

The relationship started with Integreon providing overflow support, but
quickly grew to include workflow coordination and, over time, the client
transferred the entire program to Integreon. They expanded the
relationship due to our superior customer service, timeliness, quality
and flexibility, as well as our ability to reduce the client’s document
processing spend. Integreon worked with the client to establish a virtual
production center (VPC) in our Fargo, North Dakota, delivery center.
All document processing requests are sent to the VPC and routed by
Integreon’s Workflow Coordinators to onsite document processors or
the Integreon team, based on the availability and skill sets of various
resources. Our proprietary workflow tool tracks workflow processes,
deadlines, project time and quality and efficiency metrics.
After consolidating the word processing centers, Integreon offered all
remaining onsite staff employment at Integreon, resulting in a 24 FTE
program, with 23 additional staff dedicated to the program on an asneeded basis.
www.integreon.com

CONTINUED

DOCUMENT PROCESSING SUPPORT AND WORKFLOW COORDINATION
CONTINUED

COST SAVINGS AND COVERAGE
Integreon has been a trusted partner to the client for the past 13 years
and continues to be the sole document processing provider to the firm,
primarily providing document processing, transcription and
proofreading support.
By consolidating their document centers into a VPC, the firm
was able to eliminate overtime and temp costs while receiving
24/7/365 support.
Over the years, Integreon has worked with the client to better define
the roles of their secretaries and document centers, to help improve
their attorney-to-secretary ratios. Integreon recently helped the firm
move from a 4:1 ratio to 5:1, and is working to achieve a 6:1 ratio firmwide. By refocusing the client’s secretarial staff, they are now able to
focus on higher-value, client-relationship tasks.
Our streamlined workflow processes increased the utilization of the
client’s onsite operators before they were absorbed into Integreon. In
all, the firm has achieved an estimated $6 million in annual cost savings
by consolidating document processing.
Additionally, we recently implemented an auditing process that
improved quality scores by 16%, surpassing the targets set in our service
level agreement (SLA). Consistently exceeding our SLA targets for
customer feedback helps ensure we maintain the high level of
performance that has helped the program grow from the start.

ABOUT INTEGREON
Integreon is a leading provider of legal support, market research,
document management and business process outsourcing. Our
integrated solutions enable leading corporations, law firms, financial
institutions and government agencies to delegate high-volume work to
our secure network of global delivery centers and focus on their core
strategic objectives. With more than 2,000 Associates, Integreon
supports about 250 clients in 35 languages from 12 delivery centers in
the Philippines, China, India, South Africa, UK and the US.

ABOUT OUR DOCUMENT SERVICES
Integreon’s Document Services business unit serves about 100 clients
globally and offers a full suite of administrative and professional word
processing services that help clients reduce costs and increase
productivity. With dedicated delivery centers in the US, UK, India and
the Philippines, Integreon enables clients to select the right mix of
highly-trained resources to meet their exact needs around-the-clock.

GET IN TOUCH
For more information, contact us at
www.integreon.com

info@integreon.com

BENEFITS SNAPSHOT
• Annual estimated cost
savings of $6 million
• Helped the firm achieve
5:1 attorney-to-secretary
ratio
• 24/7/365 support
• Streamlined workflow and
increased utilization of
onsite staff
• Elimination of overtime
and temp costs

